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ULTRASONIC HALL THICKNESS GAUGING FOR FERRITIC STEAM
GENERATOR TUBING AS AN IN-SERVICE INSPECTION TOOL

W. M. J. HAESEN, TH. J. TROMP
B. V, Neratoom, The Hague
Netherlands

1. Introduction

Inservice inspection** of LWR steamgenerators is

more or less a standard routine operation. The

situation can be very different for LMFBR's. For

the SNR 300 (Kalkar Power Station) the situation

is different because the steamgenerators have

ferritic tubing. The tube walls are comparatively

thick, 2 to 4,5 mm. During inservice examinations

the steamgenerators will be drained on both sides,

however on the sodium side a sodium film will be

present. Furthermore the SNR 300 will have two

types of steamgenerator. A straight tube design

and a helical coil design will be used. Both types

consist of a evaporator and superheater. The

steamgenerators are of course not radioactive.

It is obvious that in this case the eddy current

(EC) technique is not an enviable inservice in-

spection tool. Basically EC is a surface flaw

detection technique. Only the saturation magne-

tisation method will improve the EC technique

sufficiently for ferritic material. However the

"in bore examination" with the saturation technique

was, in case of the SNR 300 steamgenerator tubing,

considered impossible since the inner diameters

are fairly small; see table 1. Furthermore sodium

2.

traces may influence the EC method. Although

multifrequency methods can solve this problem, EC

is not considered as a useful tool for examining

ferritic tubing.

Another method is to employ the "stray flux"

method which is under development with the TNO

organization in Holland.

The EC and stray flux method do have one drawback,

these methods do not detect gradual changes in

wallthickness.

Ultrasonic examinations will be used in the SNR

300 as the main inspection tool for the steam-

generators .

In this paper the reasons why ultrasonic examina-

tion was selected are explained. The results of

the development work on this subject are discussed.

Relevant information

What kind of information should an inservice

inspection produce. What is really relevant for

safe operation of a steamgenerator. This is a

difficult question, perhaps it is more useful to

try to identify the processes that can be detri-

mental to the steamgenerator integrity.

Of importance are at least the following phenomena:

wear and fretting (at tube support grids and

spacers etc.)

waterside erosion

sodium side erosion
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general or uniform corrosion both on sodium

and waterside

pitting corrosion; waterside only

wastage due to small water to sodium leaks

The effects of these processes can be detected by

means of a suitable wallthickness gauging method.

Wallthickness measurements can be carried out by

means of ultrasound. There are no basic problems

related to ultrasonic examination of sodium

heated ferritic steamgenerators. Sodium traces and

other contaminants are usually no problem since

the acoustic impedance* differs substantially from

steel whether the base material is ferritic or

austenitic, this is no problem since wallthickness

gauging by ultrasound is just a transit time

measurement.

Flaw detection is not considered at this moment

for the SNR 300 tubing. The main reason is that

the non destructive examinations (N.D.E.) at the

tube makers can be and are quite elaborate and

accurate. The examinations are of course not

hampered by lack of accessibility, this is not

the case during inservice inspection. We assume

that the quality of the initial manufacturing

examinations can not be equalled during inservice

inspections. One may assume that the initial tube

quality is such'that it is unlikely that manufacturing

deficiencies will pass unnoticed.

This does not imply that not a certain level of

flaw detection is possible. Wallthickness measurement

by means of ultrasound, if carried out with sufficient

sophistication, will allow for a certain amount of

flaw detection. A flaw will than show up as a

reduction of wallthickness, provided its orientation

and shape permit detection which is usually the

case for non artificial defects. If steamgenerator

tubing is accessible for wallthickness measurements

than it is possible to insert a search unit speci-

fically designed for flaw detection. Since this

will be a time consuming operation it is assumed

that such an operation will only be carried out if

there is reason to suspect certain flaws (cracks).

Because ultrasonic wallthickness gauging is based

on a volumetric method one may also say that such

an inspection is an ultrasonic examination to

which a certain amount of data reduction is applied.

3. Search unit design

The design and handling of the search unit are of

great importance if one only applies the normal

transit time measurement. The required accuracy

for manipulating the search unit is extremely high

if one wants to achieve a measuring accuracy of

+ 0,1 mm during actual service conditions. Although

our initial development work was based on precision

probe handling etc. this road was abandonned. The

current situation is that by means of electronic

signal processing we can cope with variations in

water path, probe alignment and probe deviation.

This will be explained in chapter 4, it is however,

interesting to review the three probe designs we

have studied.

*) c.p. sound velocity times density
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3.1. Twin crystal transducers - contact method

Tests were carried out with twin crystal 5 MHz

transducers; see photo 1 upper search unit. Almost

immediatly the disadvantages became apparent. Such

probes are too sensitive to couplant layer thickness

variations. This means that the accuracy of the

measurement is easily impaired and that handling

and positioning requires watchmakers precision.

Deposits, oxide layers etc. do influence the

measuring accuracy. The maximum measuring accuracy

attainable under service conditions is approx.

0,25 mm.

3.2. Twin crystal transducers - immersion method

With this technique a different type of transducer,

as mentioned under 3.1., is necessary. The crystal

alignment (separation and inclination) must be

such that the signal from the water/steel interface

is very small. The height of the backwall echo is

than approx. the same as for the interface echo.

The transit time between backwall and interface

echo is a measure for the wallthickness. For this

type of transducer the probe handling is less

demanding.

The main disadvantage is that the phase relation

between interface signal and backwallsignal is

greatly influenced by the probe positioning

relative to the wall (alignment and deviation).

This effect influences the triggering of the

necessary clock oscillator. This is detrimental

for the measuring accuracy, for instance for a 5

MHz transducer this effect can cause a mismeasurement

of 0,5 mm. For 10 MHz this is of course 0,25 mm.

On account of this the authors feel that transit

time measurements for wallthickness gauging under

adverse service conditions should not be based on

triggering of the RF-interface signals.

A further disadvantage is that the interface

signals are greatly influenced by the surface

roughness. This is a most serious problem. This

may cause interference effects between interface

and backwall signal.

Oxide layers (magnetite) coatings etc. can not be

eliminated from the wallthickness (reading).

3.3. Single crystal probes - immersion technique

The disadvantages led to the choice of a probe

design based on: a highly damped single crystal

transducer for immersion technique of at least 10

MHz.

This choice makes for a far simpler probe design

but a lot of the problems mentioned above remain.

Since it was felt that watchmakers precision could

not be maintained during inservice examinations it

was decided to solve these by electronic data

processing.

At this moment a search unit is available with a

rotating mirror driven by a water turbine, see

photo 2. The smallest design attempted yet can

handle approx. 8 mm I.D.-tubing.

The current design operates well between 90 and

1500 rev./min, provided one uses good quality

water.
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This probe design is suitable for the SNR 300

straight tube steamgenerator. Although the design

can be adapted for the helical coil steamgenerators,

the development work on mechanical scanning probes

is abandonned on account of their limited development

potential. The turbine driven probe works wel but

remains a fairly vulnerable piece of equipment. If

one requires a high resolution with these probes

than it is almost impossible to have short examina-

tion times.

4 # Data processing

As mentioned before the data processing must solve,

mitigate or enhance:

a. the required probe handling accuracy

b. misreadings due to surface coatings, oxide

layers etc.

c. phase shift influences

d. the reliability of the measurement

e. the accuracy.

These problems were solved in the Nerason* equipment.

The Nerason wallthickness measuring system is

based on the following:

1. Transit time measurement between backwall

echo's. This eliminates the points a. and b.;

fig. 1.

2. A microprocessor controlled level amplifier

combined with a variable exponential detection

level generation; see fig. 2. By means of this

point c. is eliminated.

*) trade mark of Neratoom; measuring method: patents

applied for.

3. The measurements are made between three

sequential backwall echo's. A signal conditioner

checks whether the transit times between

these signals are equal; At£ = At,, see

fig.2. On account of this point d. is enhanced.

If there are time intervals in the measurements

where there is no equality, the measurement

is rejected by the microprocessor. Thus

spurious signals independent of their origin

are deleted.

4. A statistical averaging procedure is incorporated

in the system which improves point e.

In fig. 1 broad outline of the measuring method is

presented. If one studies fig. 3, fig. 2 must be

used as legend.

Figure 4 gives in a simplified form the block

diagram of the Nerason system.

A feature of the Nerason system is that the accepted

number of sampling points is presented on a separate

display. This extra information proved to be most

useful. Together with a simple monitoring oscilloscope

the measuring process can be closely checked.

The measuring system allows in principle for very

accurate measurements. Basically there is to the

above described system no lower limit for the

attainable accuracy.

For inservice inspection one may encounter adverse

surface conditions. A complete inspection chain

will consist of many components. If one requires a

high level of accuracy and reliability, it is

necessary that the performance of each component



in the chain must be superior to the required

overall performance of the measuring system.

For .the Nerason system the design target was +

0,025 mm. This was met since the system is accurate

up to + 0,01 mm.

Based on these figures an inservice inspection

accuracy of 0,1 mm must be possible even under

adverse conditions.

This statement should not be confused with statements

which relate only to transit time measurements

under hypothetic conditions for than these is

again hardly no lower limit to the attainable

accuracy.

5. Speed of operation

With regard to the speed of operation of ultrasonic

wallthickness gauging there are certain limits

which need explanation.

The method is basically limited by the transit

time (sound velocity) and is in principle always

slower than for instance eddy current inspection.

However, this lower limit has no practical meaning

since there are other limits. :

As mentioned in chapter 2 the ultrasonic wallthick-

ness measurement is still a volumetric inspection

plus a transit time measurement. This means that

there are four "dimensions" if one has a probe

translating in a tube, viz:

the probe scans which means two dimensions

the probe translates this is one dimension

transit time is the fourth dimension
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In the described method the 4 dimensions are

handled on line and are stored temporarily. Not

one of them is deleted during the data processing

operation. This means that the electronic components

form the actual limits of the inspection method

with regard to the speed of operation.

In this case the digital display is a simplified

form of volumetric information as explained in 2.

For the user (operator) the presentation of the

wallthickness only is a sensible way of data

reduction which is carried out at the end of the

on line data processing. This means that no relevant

information is lost during vital stages of the

examination.

If one compares this with conventional "magnetic"

methods such as eddy current inspection than it is

obvious that these methods are basically of a

different nature since they are at best 2 dimensional

methods. On account of this they are usually

faster. But E.C. is in priciple also limited in

speed of operation by the electronic processing

(components).

In ultrasonic wallthickness gauging one can opt

for different mixes of examination parameters,

such as': • • .

resolution

accuracy

. area scanned

which govern the speed of operation.
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6.

In the prototypes described we have a mix of:

accuracy

resolution

area scanned

inspection time at

300 rev/min:

<c 0,1 mm

< 2 mm

= 100 %

approx. 15 min. for

15 meters of 10 mm

ID steamgenerator

tubing

These figures are not final, they present just a

point in time and will change when development

work further progresses.

Current status

At this moment there is available an operational

probe. The electronic data processing system is

available.

On site examinations will be carried out with the

components described above during summer 1980.

These examinations will be carried out in a super-

heater which has been in service for several

years.

7. Conclusions

By means of electronic data processing it is

possible to have useful inservice inspection

with ultrasonic wallthickness measurements

without requiring watchmakers precision in

probe handling. An accuracy of 0,1 mm can be

met under adverse (surface) conditions.

Since one deals with a NDE method which is

basically a volumetric method this has inherent

relevance as an inservice inspection tool.

The speed of operation has certain limits The

practical limits that do exist at this moment

are acceptable. An important point in this is

that a LMFBR has few heat transfer tubes in a

steamgenerator compared to PWR steamgenerators.

Simple, single crystal rotating mirror type

search units can be built for small bore

tubing. In practive 8 mm seems to be a lower

limit.

Mechanical driven scanning type search units

are not the final answer for ultrasonic wall-

thickness gauging.



Table 1 SNR 300 steamgenerator tubing

Material: stabilized 2\ % Chromium steel; DIN 10 CrMoNiNb 9.10

Dimensions
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Straight tube steamgenerator O.D. x wallthickness Number of tubes

Evaporator

Superheater

Helical coil steamgenerator

Evaporator

Superheater

17,2 x 2 mm

17,2 x 2,9 mm

26,9 x 2,9 mm

26,9 x 4,5 mm

211

211

77

77

Tube lenght

20 m (between tubesheets)

15,3 m

40,5

30,7

(coil length only)

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2
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fig. 2

Fig. 3

Simplified flow chart Nerason measurement.
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Simplified block diagram of the Nerason system


